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Steelbird - The Success Story
From humble beginnings come great achievements. Leaving behind the savagery of partition,
Mr. Subhash Kapur, a man of exceptional business acumen spearheaded his efforts to turn a small
time family business into a multimillion dollar empire with exports now spreading across
50 nations.
In 1963, Mr. Subhash Kapur ran a business of manufacturing cloth bags, when another businessman,
Narendra, approached Mr. Kapur with a business idea. He suggested Mr. Kapoor to make filters,
which would have increased their profit margins to 50%. Overwhelmed with the idea, he accepted
it and also bought the machinery and raw materials that were lying with Narendra for a sum of
Rs.3000. For the beginning, they supplied a trial order on a 3 month delayed payment and since
then, there was no looking back. Mr. Kapur gradually went on to manufacture helmets, which later
became the flagship product of the organisation and other biking accessories and gears as well.
The name Steelbird was recommended for the business, which was appreciated by all and remains
the same till date.
After around 7 years of successful orders and an enlarged business, Mr. Kapur wanted to give the
business recognition in the market worldwide, which required setting up proper brand attributes.
For this purpose an artist was asked to design the Steelbird logo as well as the Steelbird Packages.
Finally, Ajanta Press, the two time Rashtrapati Award winner, presented a design that is in use
till today.
Bradma, a unit of Tata designed a huge sized drawing of the Steelbird’s logo in correct ratio,
proportions and with measured curves, which gave the brand a legitimate shape.
Today the business caters to countries like Brazil, Indonesia, Korea, Taiwan, Kenya, Tanzania, Egypt,
Vietnam, Bahrain, Dubai, Nepal, Colombia, Uruguay and other European countries. SBHT has
already embarked on real estate business, entertainment and is also actively involved in organizing
motorsports events on a regular basis.

Chairman’s Message
In a time span of more than five decades, Steelbird has marked its
formidable presence through all its entrepreneurial endeavors. Brilliantly
executed strategy and dedicated team of employees have transformed
an ordinary company into a business extraordinaire. From square one to
being number one, what sets Steelbird distinct from its counterparts is its
unique efforts to put Helmets and branding together. With many more
milestones yet to achieve, Steelbird has taken a giant leap forward to be
recognized as a dominant player in business arena.

Subhash Kapoor
Chairman
Steelbird

Director’s Message
Steelbird exhibits a strong will to deliver innovative products to enable
a world-class experience for all its customers. It strives to develop
partnerships based upon integrity and mutual benefits for industry,
business partners and employees.
Steelbird Hi-Tech India Ltd. (SBHT) commits itself to manufacture helmets
as lifesaving indispensable tool for rider’s safety. With a strong focus on
innovation in the manufacturing process, Steelbird’s growth has been
swift and steady, resulting in a prestigious clientele across the globe.
My best wishes to the dedicated team of Steelbird Group of Industries.
Endowed with exceptional abilities to face a whole new world of
possibilities and challenges, it is highly responsive to changing market
trends and customer needs in the arena of automobile accessories.

Rajeev Kapur
Managing Director
Steelbird

Our Vision & Mission
Guided by family passion and will, Steelbird’s vision is to successfully
devise innovative technology and futuristic design for manufacturing
Helmets, Pannier Boxes, Visors and Accessories. The legacy of strong
business acumen fine-tuned to create a powerful brand identity, paves
way for its swift journey towards entrepreneurial success. Acclaimed as
Tycoons in India, Steelbird Hi-Tech India Limited (SBHT) strives to emerge
as vibrant innovative czar of the best quality helmets in the world.
Steelbird envisions a secure world through a safe biking experience
for all. It is hopeful about the future of superlative riders, empowering
them with world’s best and safest helmets that are designed to protect
the passionate ones. With exports in more than 50 countries across the
world, Steelbird continues to explore new frontiers.
Steelbird looks forward to promote steady growth while manufacturing
outstanding products. Its relentless efforts to meet the highest standards
of quality and safety, have prepared a roadmap for extraordinary
achievements.

Company Profile
With global domination of more than 50 years and
the inspiration to protect bike lovers and adventure
enthusiasts all over the world, Steelbird Hi-Tech India Ltd.
(SBHT) was founded on 13th March 1964. SBHT, a flagship
company of Steelbird Group of Industries, ventured into
the unknown territory of auto accessory business to
manufacture helmets.
From humble beginnings come great achievements.
Leaving behind the savagery of partition, Mr. Subhash
Kapur, a man of exceptional business acumen spearheaded
his efforts to turn a small time family business into a
multimillion dollar empire with exports spreading across
50 nations like Brazil, Indonesia, Korea, Taiwan, Kenya,
Tanzania, Egypt, Vietnam, Bahrain, Dubai, Nepal, Colombia,
Uruguay and other European countries. SBHT has already
embarked on real estate business, entertainment and is
also actively involved in organizing motorsports events
on a regular basis.
Excellent quality imparts national and   international
recognition especially when it comes  to manufacturing
Motor Cycle Helmets with Sweat Resistant Interiors,
Pannier Boxes, Helmet Locking Devices (HLD) and
Auto Accessories, all manufactured with avant-garde
technology. SBHT specializes as an OEM to top-notch
clients as Honda, Yamaha, Suzuki and Royal Enfield. Customers can now buy SBHT products directly via mobile
optimized online store.
SBHT has emerged as the oldest and leading
manufacturers of Helmets, Pannier Boxes and Auto
Accessories in India. It has marked formidable presence
across all business verticals, national and international
alike. It has PAN India distribution channel together with
presence in 2-tier and 3-tier cities too and sells wide
variety of products to government agencies like CSC
and CPC as well. In technical collaboration with global

giants like Composites, Bieffe and AD Engineering,
Italy, SBHT has cutting edge manufacturing facility
in all 6 of its plants and the largest one is in Baddi
(Himachal Pradesh), near Chandigarh with over one
hundred and fifty thousand Sq. ft. of covered area. SBHT
has installed capacity of 9000 Helmets per day and 1600
Side Boxes (Pannier Box) per day. To achieve this capacity,
SBHT has deployed a Fleet of latest Equipments, Injection
Moulding Machines, Automatic Robotic Visor Lines, and
Balloon Moulding Machines. SBHT has a complete range
of 47 Helmet models and 17 Pannier Boxes models,
each having 3 to 9 colour variants. To serve all customer
segments, there is a wide variety of Helmets manufactured
by SBHT in each segment- Open Face, Full Face, FlipUp Helmets, Flip-Off Helmets, Moto-Cross Helmets and
Carbon Fibre etc. Customised Helmets with anti-scratch,
anti-glare and anti--fog visors are fitted as per the
requirements of individual customer. To reach nationwide
potential customers, SBHT has opened RiderZ Shopee.
SBHT has 4 major brands - Steelbird, Ares, Steelbird Air
& Ignyte. Air Helmet and Ignyte Accessories have been
launched very recently. Ares is a premium brand of SBHT
manufactured in collaboration with OUTLAST. NASA
certified technology, Steelbird Air is another world class
brand crafted with revolutionary ventilation system.
Ignyte is a compact kit bag of biking accessories. Both
Steerbird Air and Ignyte were launched on 11th April 2015,
at Steelbird Awards Ceremony. Their genesis is based on
requirements of a nation with tropical climatic conditions.
Yesteryears’ heavy, hot and uncomfortable helmets were
replaced with SBHT helmets that are light, comfortable
and cool. Now the most important aspect of bike safety
comes with the freedom to jump, run and flip some crazy
stunts for a terrific ride.

Global Presence

Steelbird Plant Baddi
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The company has grown manifold within a short
span of time. From developing a full fledged plant
in Baddi, Himachal Pradesh to setting up of another
plant in Noida close to the national capital, Steelbird
stands out of the ordinary at the present day. With
its Matchless Technology and an outstanding range
of helmets and accessories, Steelbird has grabbed
a lion’s share of the market. Steelbird Developers
have pan India ongoing developing projects that are
expanding with each day.

3rd Gen Noida

Italy Office

Evolution of Helmets
Helmets are in use since centuries...
In mythology as well as history, helmets were worn
by gods and historical personalities as a symbol of
power and were obviously always intended to keep
their heads out of reach of the devils and villains
who stood against them. Motorcycle helmets
manufactured in the early part of the twentieth
century seemed to focus more on style than safety.
Often made of leather, they were thin and soft, not
providing much protection from impact.
It wasn’t until the mid-1970s that facial protection
was added to motorcycle helmets, and became
popular.
In 1981, more traditionally shaped helmets came
into being.
The official idea generation behind the use of
helmets
T.E. Lawrence was a very famous and highly
celebrated British soldier who fought during WW 1.

A film about his time in WW 1 was released in 1962
(Lawrence of Arabia), further cementing his place in
the chronicles of history. He died from head injuries at
the age of 46 after crashing his motorbike. His death
was mourned by many, including the neurosurgeon
that tended to him, Dr. Hugh Cairns. Cairns was so
deeply affected by the loss of Lawrence, that he was
inspired to research ways to protect motorcyclists’
heads in the event of a crash. Another man also
came up with the idea for a motorcycle helmet,
Professor C.E. Lombard of the University of Southern
California. He developed and patented a helmet
that had an internal layer intended to absorb and
disperse the impact of shock. As technology and
materials production continues to improve, so do
helmets. In facts, helmets have become so effective
and important when saving lives, that many
countries have mandated their use while riding.

19 May, 1935

The most recognized helmet testing
company and a world leader in today’s times,
the Snell Memorial Foundation was set up in
1957 in memory of William “Pete” Snell who
was killed in a tragic sports car accident.

1957

1961
1931-1953
In this time period, Harley Davidson and Indian
Motorcycles started to build high-speed
motorcycles. There was stiff competition
between these two companies as to who can
build the fastest motorcycle. As the speed
increased, so did the fatalities.

Though there was clear proof that helmets
saved a lot of lives and the importance of
wearing helmets was emphasized time and
again, there was no law passed anywhere in
the world that made it mandatory to wear
a helmet. Due to this absence of law, many
people avoided using helmets as they felt it
looked gross and uncool. On january 1, 1961
the first ever mandatory motorcycle helmet
law was introduced in Australia.

The strict code launched in 1966 did not
last long. In 1975, 47 states had introduced
mandatory helmet laws. But after the strict
code was revoked by the Congress, more than
half of the states removed the mandatory
laws.
Following suit, in the United States the
Highway Safety Act was introduced which
required all the states in the US to have
mandatory helmet laws. Following the law
was the only option left. This year also saw the
emergence of the American National Safety
Standard for Motorcycle Helmets which made
it essential for the helmet manufacturers to
meet certain performance standards.

1975

1966

1971-1974
In 1971, Bell developed the first full-face
motorcycle helmet and off-road motorcycle
helmet. In 1964, the US Department of
Transportation made it compulsory for
helmet manufacturers to adhere to strict
manufacturing standards and get their
helmets DOT approved.

2012-2015
Though the manufacture of helmets did
not stop, their popularity, over the years has
decreased significantly. With this decline
in popularity, the death rate caused due to
head injuries sees a new high every day.
There is however a need to create awareness
regarding the benefits of helmets and how
vital a role they can play in saving a precious
life.

Helmets Through the Eras...
Viking Era Helmets
Today there is only one known example of a complete Viking helmet in existence. These helmets
date to the 10th century. The horned helmets associated with the Vikings in popular mythology
were the invention of 19th-century Romanticism. It is possible that many of the Viking helmets
were made from hardened leather and iron strips, since many Icelandic stories are associated
with the helmets.

Mughal Era Helmets
The helmets used during the Mughal era were mainly made up of brass or steel that made them
light-weight. They had a nasal guard, feather or plume holders fitted on both sides of the helmet
and a solid brass top spike. They also had a mantle of chainmail all the way around the helmet.

Greek War Helmets
The earliest standard helmet was called the Corinthian helmet, developed around 600BCE, which
were heavy and obstructed vision and hearing. Later, this was replaced by helmets which were
lighter and did not impair the wearer’s vision or hearing so severely. Helmets often had a horsehair
crest, for decorative purposes and as an additional level of protection.

Brodie Helmet
The Brodie helmet, called Helmet, steel, Mark I helmet and the M1917 Helmet in different
countries, is a steel combat helmet designed and patented in 1915 by Englishman John Leopold
Brodie. These resembled a bowl-shaped steel skullcap.

Helmets Through the Eras...

Myths about Helmet Wearing
Helmets Reduce Your Vision: The human peripheral vision is about 180
degrees without a helmet. Helmet standards provide with 210-degrees
peripheral vision, so helmets do not reduce your important vision in
any way.
Helmets Prevent You from Hearing Traffic Sound: Helmets are useful
for protecting your hearing from wind noise while driving. In fact,
driving faster (say over 100kmph) without a helmet can damage your
eardrums over time. While helmets lower all noise and sounds, they
are not completely eliminating those. Critical traffic sounds are heard
very clearly.
Helmets Overheat your Head: Studies have shown that the foam liner
inside the helmet acts as an insulator and while outer surface of the
helmet may warm up, inside temperature will not rise. Of course, one
will get all sweaty in the summer, while staying in long traffic jams,
especially in India.
Riders with helmets meet with accidents more frequently: Research
shows that riders who use helmets are less likely to get in any road
accidents and bright helmet colors such as red or white have even less
accident ratio. In fact, all good quality helmets come with reflectors
(text or signals) which ensure you become visible in the dark which
definitely is more safe than your bare head!

Facts on Helmets
• The word helmet comes from an Old French diminutive meaning cuteness.
So, wear Helmets, it’ll make people go “awwwww.”
• Do you think a plastic bucket can save your life? Most bicycle helmets are made of the same
plastic that is used to make water buckets.
• The first bicycle helmets were made of pith, the spongy center section of plants, in the 1880s.
• Most of all, a helmet makes you look like a responsible adult who cares about brain safety!
• Rider who is not wearing a helmet is 40% more likely to be killed, in an unfortunate accident.
• Less than 20% of people actually wear helmets in India.
• After an accident, average hospital costs will be 3-4 times higher, if you weren’t wearing a helmet.

A World Class Manufacturing Unit

Open Face

Full Face

Flip Up

Flip Off

MODULER HELMET

A modular helmet is a good cross between a
full-face helmet and a three-quater shell. It can be one with a flip that
opens upwords or another with a flip that detaches. It is a two-piece
unit with the base closely resembling the shape of the three-quarter
shell.The face gaurd flips up or can be completely removed when the
wearer does not want the face covered. This is a safer model than the
three-quarter shell because it does offer the face protection.

The full-face helmet is the most common helmet sold
because it offers the most protection while keeping weight,
aerodynamics and visibility in mind. These helmets cover
the rider’s entire head and face, only leaving the eye port
open for visibility. This design, unlike several other helmet
types, protects the jaw and the lower part of the face from
injury in an accident.
A three-quarter helmet, often called an open face
helmet, covers the head but not the face of the rider. With
the face exposed, the rider is at a greater risk for injury
in an accident and this makes it not quite as safe as the
full-face helmet. Also, the large opening offers more wind
resistance, causing more strain on the neck when worn at
high speeds.

Steelbird AIR helmets have been master crafted to
perfection by a highly skilled team of Italian designers.
Best in class, AIR helmets are specially crafted for tropical
Indian climatic conditions. The ventilation of the helmet’s
upper part uses the AIR BOOSTER system. Innovative
ventilation system is also equipped with an empowered
air intake in the chin guard, an air intake in the frontal and
top area and two rear extractors recycling air inside the
helmet. Air helmets help riders get better accustomed to
persistent warm or high temperatures. Also, the release
visor mechanism facilitates easy change of visor according
to day and evening weather conditions. The helmets
contain water-tight visors that also allow the rider comfort
of riding in rains.

SBA-1 SPEED

SBA-1 FREE LIVE

SBA-1 AIR BEAST

SBA-1 RACER

Steelbird Ares are casual fashion. Ares professional series helmets have been
distinctly conceptualized keeping up with the trends in  vogue. Its funky graphics
and sporty look give shape futuristic helmets with OUTLAST technology; fine tuned
to contemporary style and elegance. A team of Italian designers have innovatively
combined safety, style and comfort to provide the best possible  helmets.

MOTOCROSS
Bang-Motocross is claimed to be an ideal helmet for off-road
driving due to its design. The motocross has elongated chin
with Ventilation and double visor portions. The visor is to allow
the rider to dip his or her head and provide further protection from
flying debris during off road riding. It will also keep the sun out of
the eyes of the rider. Bang-Motocross is coming with double visor
which is helpful and user friendly in both day and night light.

Bike & Helmet Accessories

Bike & Helmet Accessories

Steelbird after examining the needs and trends around
the world, came up with these stunning safety accessories
designed by using cutting edge technology. Ignyte is an
entire range of biking accessories - jackets, pants, gloves and
shoes that are extremely compact. It comes in a close packed
fun-sized tiny kitbag.

World’s most expensive
Head Gear
The RAAF’s (Royal Australian Air Force) new custom flight helmet, to be
worn by pilots of the controversial F-35 fighter, turns science fiction into
science fact at an estimated price of $55 million. The helmet will work a
little like Tony Stark’s head up display drawing on senses mounted on
the aircraft to create a virtual 360 degree view for the pilot. The helmet
makes use of six cameras embedded in the skin of the plane to give
pilots a 360-degree view of the surrounding airspace, including enabling
them to “look through” the floor of the plane. Plus, it has advanced nightvision capabilities built in; and the heads-up-display projects information
directly onto the visor, putting altitude, speed and targets right in front of
the pilots’ eyes.

World’s costliest motorcycle
helmet is worth a whopping
Rs.1.95 Crore!
Alberto Hernandez, a Spanish student and Oscar Haro of LCR
Honda, MotoGP Team decided to get a Pink helmet autographed by
some of the most famous riders in the history of motorcycling and
auctioning it.
The highest bidder for this auction was Anthony Constantinou,
CEO of CWM FX and the Title Sponsor of the CWM LCR Honda
Team of 2015.
The amount recovered from the auction has been donated to AECC
(Spanish Association against Cancer) and the official charity of
MotoGP, which is, Riders for Health.

Biking Sports in India

Road Racing
Road racing is the sport of racing motorcycles on tarmac. Races can take place either on purpose-built racing
circuits or on closed public roads.
• Motorcycle Grand Prix

• Superbike Racing

• Sidecar Racing

• Supermoto

• Supersports Racing

Mountain Biking
Mountain biking is the sport of riding bikes off-road, often over rough terrain, using specially designed mountain
bikes. Mountain bikes share similarities with other bikes, but incorporate features designed to enhance durability
and performance in rough terrain.

Speedway
Speedway racing takes place on a flat oval track usually consisting of dirt or loosely packed shale, using bikes with
a single gear and no brakes. Competitors use this surface to slide their machines sideways into the bends using
the rear wheel to scrub-off speed while still providing the drive to power the bike forward and around the bend.

Drag racing/sprints
Drag racing and/or sprints is a racing venue where two participants line up at a dragstrip with a signaled starting
line. Upon the starting signal, the riders accelerate down a straight, quarter-mile long paved track where their
elapsed time and terminal speed are recorded. The rider to reach the finish line first is the winner.

Indian Motorbike Racers you
must know about
Rajini Krishnan
Rajini became national road racing champion in 2011 and in 2013 became the
first Indian winner of an international road racing event with his victory at the
Losail Asian Road Racing Championship in Qatar. Rajini was racing for Motorev
India as junior driver in the 2011 FIM Asian Road Racing Championship (ARRC).

Rohit Giri
Rohit started in local autocross events, and then promoted himself to
motocross. Presently he is totally into the Supersport 600cc Expert
Category (National & International). He has won the Malaysian Super Series
Championship in 2008, his debut season. Also, he finished Top 5 in The Losail
World Racing Championship at Qatar.

How to become a
Motorcycle Racer in India

Step l: The all-important FMSCI License
(The Federation of Motor Sports Clubs of India)

You ought to begin by attending a training session, generally held by motorcycle
manufacturers. (Both Honda and Yamaha hold these training camps twice a year
either at the Madras Motor Racing Track in Chennai or at the Kari Motor Speedway
in Coimbatore.)

Step 2: The first race
Take part in what is known as a One Make Race. There are three motorcycle
manufacturers who hold one make races as support races to the Two Wheeler
National Racing Championship — Honda, Yamaha and TVS.
It is simple; you pay an entry fee to show up at the racetrack with your helmet
and racing gear. Once you are trackside, you are provided with a race-prepped
motorcycle to use for your practice and qualifying sessions, as well as the races.
This essentially means that all you have to do is show up at the track and focus on
riding. Not a bad deal at all!

Step 3: Go for big
The next step for you must be competing in the Two Wheeler National Racing
Championship. You need your own motorcycle, a mechanic and a thorough
knowledge of the Sporting Regulations to boot.

Step 4: Going the extra mile
And for that special cherry on the cake, you may learn something extending to
your skills.

There are a few dedicated motorcycle racing academies
in India that provide training in advanced track riding.
  Indimotard organizes the T.W.O (Throttle Wide Open) riding school at the Karl
Motor Speedway in Coimbatore.
  Apex Racing is an academy that runs dedicated programmes specifically to train
riders with racing ambitions. It is run by a bunch of proper racing enthusiasts,
some with former racing experience.
  The California Superbike School or CSS as it’s popularly called. In case you are
not aware, this was started by the legendary Keith Code and is that very same
school from which riders such as Wayne Rainey graduated. The school comes
down to India during January each year and trains a selected batch of students
over the span of a few days at the Madras Motor Racing Track.

Helmets from various fields
ARMY: A battle helmet is a piece of personal armor designed specically to protect
the head during combat. These are composite fiber glass helmets. The interior
features a nylon suspension liner and is lined with green plastic. A neck ap is
attached to the liner and features a buckle chinstrap along with a set of ear aps.
Israel-built OR-201 Helmets are also in use in some areas. These are made of GRP
(Glass Reinforced Plastic). They are lightweight and effective in stopping a 9mm
round at close range.
F-INSAS has been taken up to equip Indian infantry with advanced weaponry
including a level IV bullet-proof helmet capable of stopping a 9 mm round at close
range, providing facial protection, Ballistic and Laser eye protection and flameresistance. It’ll also contain mounted ash light, thermal sensors, an advanced night
vision capability device, a digital compass, shoulder video camera, a computer,
nuclear, biological and chemical sensors, and an audio headset.
AIRFORCE: A flight helmet is a special type of helmet primarily worn by military
aircrew, generally including the following features:
1) Impact protection to reduce the risk of head injury (e.g. in the event of a
parachute landing) and protection from wind blast (e.g. in the event of ejection).
2) A visor to shield the eyes from sunlight, ash and laser beams.
3) Noise attenuation, headphones and a microphone.
4) A helmet mounted display, mounting for night vision goggles and / or a helmet.

BASE BALL: A batting helmet is the protective headgear worn by batters in the game
of baseball or softball. It is meant to protect the batter’s head from errant pitches
thrown by the pitcher.
Constructed of aerospace-grade carbon fiber composite, the baseball batting helmet
provides enhanced protection for ball strikes up to 100 miles per hour.
CRICKET: Batsmen often wear a helmet to protect themselves from injury or
concussion by the cricket ball, which is very hard and can be bowled to them at speeds
over 90 miles per hour (140 km/h), in Cricket.
They cover the whole of the skull and have a grill or Perspex visor to protect the face.
Often constructed with a carbon fiber and Kevlar shell, the helmet is designed to
deflect cricket balls as well as shield the wearer from impact and its liner includes an
inflatable element to tightly fit the helmet to its wearer’s head.
HOCKEY: Ice hockey players wear helmets to protect their head from potential
injury when hit by the puck, sticks, skates, boards, other players or the ice. The shell
of a hockey helmet is generally made of vinyl nitrile that disperses force from the
point of contact, while the liner may be made of either vinyl nitrile foam, expanded
polypropylene foam or other material to absorb the energy or to reduce the chances
of concussion by gripping the head from inside and cupping the back of head.

BICYCLING: Helmets are useful as safety gear to prevent injuries in an
uncontrolled environment. If you can’t prevent a crash or impact, a helmet can
prevent or minimize injury to the head and brain. A typical helmet has two main
parts: a hard outer shell and a soft inner liner. The hard shell is designed to spread
the force of an impact over a broader area so your skull is less likely to fracture,
while the soft liner is meant to squeeze inward and absorb the impact energy,
so less of it is transmitted to your head.
FOOTBALL/ RUGBY: The football helmet is used mainly in American football
and Canadian football. It is a protective gear that consists of a hard plastic shell
with thick padding on the inside, a face mask made of one or more plasticcoated metal bars and a chinstrap. Helmets are a requirement at all levels of
organized football and reduces chances of players suffering from head injuries
such as concussions.

Interesting Biking Terms
Apex - the line a motorcycle must take in order to minimize the time taken to complete a curve.
Armor - The reinforced parts of your riding gear, often found in motorcycle jackets and trousers.
Armor can be made out of different materials, like Kevlar, foam or plastic, and can often be
removed.
ATGATT - All The Gear, All The Time, meaning you should always wear all your protective
clothing, no matter when you ride.
Big Slab - A highway or motorway.
Brain Bucket - A helmet
Burnout - By holding the front brake and accelerating, the rear wheel of the bike will start
spinning and burning rubber.
Cage - A car or SUV
Doughnut - A burnout done while the front wheel stays in place and the motorcycle turns
360% on the front wheel, making a complete circle.
Duck Walking - Sitting on your motorcycle, and pushing it with your feet, usually done when
parking your bike or moving forwards a few feet (like at a gas station).
Eating Asphalt - Crashing your bike
Gearhead - Someone who is very interested and passionate about mechanical objects, like cars
and motorcycles.
Monkey Butt - When riding for hours on end, your rear end becomes uncomfortable and
becomes sore, often the result of chafing.
Newbie - A beginner

Organ Donor - A biker who rides without a helmet or rides
likes a squid.
Pillion - A passenger on the motorcycle.
PMS - Parked Motorcycle Syndrome, usually the result of not
being able to ride in the winter.
Safety Nazi - A person who rides in absolutely full safety gear,
often to an extreme, obeys every law, and wants all others to
do the same.
Two Up - Riding with a pillion.
Stopple - Stopping a motorcycle by pulling only the front
brake, resulting in the rear wheel lifting off the ground. Often
used in stunts .
Squid - A biker who rides with no protection and rides very
dangerously.
Wheelie - Sudden acceleration and slight pulling of the
handlebar (unless your bike has enough torque to do it by
itself ), resulting in the front wheel of the motorcycle moving
up in the air and riding on the rear wheel alone.
Whoops - An obstacle section on a dirt track that has rows of
mounds, requiring expertise to ride within a race.
Wrench - A mechanic.

Motorcycle Safety Tips
EVERY RIDER SHOULD KNOW
(After how to become a motor racer in India)
There’s no denying that motorcycles are cool and fuel-efficient. But it’s also true that riding a
motorcycle is more risky than driving a car. Biking tours and road trips are beautiful and fun too. And
that’s the thing about biking, you don’t need to go fast to have fun.
1. Gear up - Looking cool is not the priority, safety is. Do not ride without proper biking gear- Gloves
to protect those ‘precious hands, boots, tracks and a jacket to protect you in case of a real spill or
hit.
2. Helmets are a must! You’ve been told about this since childhood.
3 Never use the front brake first - In case of an unexpected spot, you must train your instincts to
always go for the rear brake first.
4. Slow in - Racing drivers preach the church of smoothness, and that means accelerating and
decelerating in a straight line. Grabbing the brakes in the midst of a corner is liable to upset your
weight distribution, mess with your traction and generally screw things up.
5. Do not drink and drive - Two beers can be as dangerous as six because riding requires making
split-second decisions and reacting with precision and confidence.
6. Act Like Nobody Has Mirrors - The average commuter is at times off in his or her own world, doing
everything but looking out for motorcyclists, and this means you need to be constantly on your
guard.
7. Keep it simple - The key to riding safely is keeping things smooth and keeping the bike and
yourself balanced.

How to Reuse Old Helmets
You need not throw away your old helmets.
They can be helpful in a number of ways.

God Helmets
God Helmet is an experimental apparatus designed by Stanley Koren and a neuroscientist,
Michael Persinger to study creativity, religious experience and the effects of subtle stimulation
of the temporal lobe (a part of brain).
It is a cutting-edge technology that elicits a wide range of spiritual experiences, visions,
out-of-body experiences and visions of God.
80% of participants, who tried the helmet, reported a ‘sensed presence’ or a feeling of presence
beside them in the room, whereas, 1% of them reported an experience of God.
The most frequent events reported or displayed by subjects while being exposed to successive
sequences of different magnetic field patterns over the right hemisphere, while the helmet was
on. The following occurred:
1. A dark, ominous force looming right above the person (as if it was going to descend).
2. A feeling of suffocation or pressure on the chest.
3. The sensation of “blacker than black” during brief periods within a minute of the onset of a
specific pattern.
4. Re-experiencing previous altered states, such as haunts, kundalini, and psychotropic drug
experiences.
5. About 20% of the participants had no memory of the experience about 15 to 20 min later.
6. Religious figures, images of “priests,” and, human skeletons, occurred as “flickering” but
repeated phenomena.

ORB is a complete range of skin, personal and hair care products
soon to be launched, by Steelbird. It is made up of topical
ingredients to suit all types of skin and hair. The various lotions
and creams will gift you radiant skin and smoothest, bouncy hair,
that’ll keep you shining all day.

With a young team of motorcyclists who know India, Nepal, Bhutan and Tibet
like the back of their hands, riding in India with us is an experience you will
cherish. Whether it’s a ride high up in the Himalayas or across the desert sands
of Rajasthan, our rides do not compromise on comfort or quality. While we
take the utmost care to stitch together a route that will ensure you have a one
of kind experience on the road. We go to even greater lengths to pamper you
while you are off it. The places you will stay are the best and picked because of
the high levels of service available, you ride luggage free and if you happen to
have an off day or don’t feel like riding for a stretch, we will have a spare rider
to do the chore for you. Our motorcycle fleet consists of the newest and well
maintained motorcycles that will not let you down on the road. In case of any
breakdown our specialized back up vehicle and team of mechanics are more
than capable of getting you back on the motorcycle in no time. While we have
fixed departures for the entire calendar year, we would also love to help you to
custom build your own ride.

KUKKA is a new helmet company specializing in head protection for all
kind of motorized two wheels users. KUKKA is nonconformist, focused and
committed to providing motorcyclists scooter riders and bikers with high
end head protection active systems that fits each consumer’s individual
personality and style. Based on an ongoing analysis of the market the
development and engineering of our helmets not only includes technical
criteria but something more like the use of new generation materials and a
high end manufacturing quality.

ARTISTS BACKGROUND

Devotees Insanos
A combination of an Indian & Spanish word which
simply means ‘Devoted & Insane’. The motivation
behind the group’s name affirms the intimacy with
music on the Rythms of God & how it becomes to
be celebrated, respected & conserved for all times.
The name ‘Devotees Insanos‘ is the invention of the
Group’s Vision to be acquainted with Music as the
Artistic Extension of this Natural Unity. Devotees
Insanos’s sound primarily falls in the pop & rock
genre. Playing along the lines of Pop / Rock & Sufi
Music, the main prominence of their music is on the
melodies and the lyrical content while keeping their
songs catchy.

Zulfiqar Ak Sabri
Zulfiqar AK Sabri is one of the finest ghazal singers
in India. Steelbird Entertainment brings back the
magical voice to you which was lost in the midst
of the world. He has performed 1500 shows in
the last 24 years of his career. A voice drenched
in the soulful singing of the greatest of all ghazal
maestros, Jagjit singh and his only passion is to
continue the melodious singing like him. His recent
online release of ghazal album ‘Firaaq’ is the next
step in the world of Ghazal singing.

Nidhi Kohli
This cute and beautiful looking versatile singer and performer has come a long way in the Entertainment Industry. Nidhi has
a unique style of singing which has potential to make even non dancers to groove to her beats. She has immense experience
of entertaining huge crowds, which has assisted her in building good reputation in the Indian Music Arena.
She has started performing at the tender age of 13 when she was still in school. She has learnt music under the guidance
of Guru Baabu Khan Sahib (Muzzafarpur Gharana), thereafter a training of 3 years by her Guru Chanchal Prasad Ji (Kirana
Gharana)
Besides performing in music shows & events, Nidhi has also been a Shining Star in various singing talent shows which include
1) Channel V
2) Awaaz Punjabi - Runner Up (MH-1)
3) Zee SaReGaMaPa 2012 - Among Top 15 finalists.
Personal & Family Background
Nidhi was born in a middle class family. Her father lost his job due to some mishap in the family. She started working in a bank
to support her family but she did not give up learning music. Her parents always encouraged her to pursue her passion for
singing.
Losses in the Beginning.
In the beginning of her singing career, Organisers & Event Companies made lot of money through her talent but never paid
her well. However, Nidhi never lost hope and kept working hard towards her goals. And by the grace of God, today she is a
well renowned name in the Music World.

Aman Chibber
Aman Chibber is an Indian Vocalist & Music Composer. He is a civil engineer by qualification but his soul was always connected
to music, his dreams were always associated with singing. ln 2009 he made his debut album (Mera Roop ) but didn’t get
promoted much due to lack of monetary support. His father suffered a big downfall in business and had to sell all his property.
Aman did a job in a real estate firm to support his family and to keep his passion for music alive. He never left music. After the
job he continued his semi classical vocal training and spent lot of late nights in doing Riyaaz. In the beginning of his career,
he was being cheated and misguided by many people in the music industry, but he was strong hearted from the beginning
and kept a clear target in mind. Then at last Guru Ramesh Sharma from Faridabad took him under his wing and trained him in
semi classical music. Aman has learnt deep basics of music from Guru Ramesh Sharma. Today Aman is emerging as a Singer
& Music composer. He also owns a production house by name 7NMUSIC PRODUCTIONS.
With the blessings of his parents & God he is rising day by day in music industry.

Special Thanks from Nidhi & Aman Chibber:
Heartiest thanks to the One and Only Mr. Rajeev Kapur, MD of Steelbird Helmets, 7 Entertainment who came as Godfather
to us. Mr Kapur has kept faith in our talent and has given new heights to our dreams.

Rana Shaad
A Punjabi classical based singer from New Delhi, Rana Shaad started
singing at an early age and was taught the Raga’s Shabads from the
Guru Granth Sahib by his parents. His father S. Shamsher Singh Shad is a
classical singer. He started learning singing at the age of 15 and spent 5
years refining his voice and learning how to play musical instruments like
Tabla, Guitar, Harmonium and Tanpura. With the increase in knowledge
& talent in this field Rana Shaad made music his life and has made his
way towards a bright career in music. He has performed in many stage
shows globally with renowned singers.

Futuristic Survivors
Here is a rap group which is moving hip-hop & rap to a new level.
MK da Rap Switcha is a English rapper who is having advanced skills in
rapping. AJ Rapstar is a Hindi rapper who is the most adorable rapper
present in the industry. KG da Rapstar - The Punjabi rapper is well known
for his innovative lyrics... They have performed all over Delhi & went ON
AIR at BIG FM in 2011. This band was earlier known as “DRF da Rap Force”.

Youngveer
Youngveer is a name who wants to be a sensational voice for young
indians. He has also penned many songs for future. He started his journey
from 92.7 big fm as a radio jockey where he learnt about the pulse of
Indian music. His favourite genre is romantic.... He also loves to compose
upbeat Punjabi songs. In coming days, Youngveer is planning to rule
music industry.
Visit ..www.youngveer.com
instagram YOUNGVEER_SINGH

www.facebook.com/ youngveer

Steelbird Music is first of its High Definition Music &
Entertainment Channel completely focused to Entertain
lovers of Music at all levels .
Steelbird Music is a Punjabi & Hindi Language
Broadcasting Network offering Music lovers to watch
Music Videos , Music News , Artist interviews , Music
Reviews , Music Industry insights in HD 24 by 7
throughout a year. Steelbird Music is a revolutionary
broadcasting Network which is at the same time a
connection point for music fans, a platform for artists to
promote and develop their careers, and a deep well of
information to assist the industry professional in finding
the next #1 song and emerging star.
Steelbird Music has a vision and intent is to offer the
Talented, Independent and Emerging Artist the same
level of exposure that is been offered to the renowned
artist through major records deals and by doing so
Steelbird Music becomes a single destination for all
Music lovers to enjoy the best Musical Entertainment
possible.

***Currently Available on City Cable Network through
Himachal Pradesh in India. After completing some tests,
the channel will go live pan India and throughout the
Entire world through www.steelbirdmusic.tv***

(An Indo-Italian Collaboration)
Manufacturer of Helmets, Bike Boxes & Auto Accessories
Corporate Office: B2B-17, Janakpuri, Near Metro Pillar No. 540, New Delhi-110058
Tel.: 011-45123456 (20 Lines) Fax : 011-40687440
Baddi Plant: Plot No. 11, 12 & 13 EPIP Phase-I, Jharmajri, Baddi,
Distt. Solan-174103, Himachal Pradesh (India)
Tel. : +91-1795-271083, Fax : +91-1795-271084
E-mail: info@steelbirdhelmet.com / Website: www.steelbirdhelmet.com

#birdsofsteel

Steelbird Hi-Tech India Limited

#birdsofsteel

